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About This Game

Ramto isn’t the smartest guy in the Universe. He enjoys finding troubles - and solving them, but when woke up on a spaceship it
was too much even for him. Alone on the ship he had no idea how to pilot, among heaps of weird devices created by a

schizophrenic engineer.

Tardy is a quest about fiddling with computers, terminals gadgets and other hi-tech scrap of all sorts. Deal with crazy machines,
solve the mystery of the crew disappearance and help Ramto to come back home!

Do you like conspiracy theories? Start making them up then! The crew is gone, the ship seems to hate you, the Galaxy is
engulfed by war and is teeming with traitors.

Haven’t cried for a while? You’re going to see children dying, characters murdered, and the ending will make you weep
(well, not all of you, but still).

Feel carsick wearing VR-glasses? You won’t need them to immerse into the game. All the buttons, switches and
terminals are as good as real.

Enjoy playing quests but tired of find-the-item and run-around-the-location things? If you don’t want to combine banana
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peel to a hammer in your inventory, Tardy is the game you’ve been looking for!

Pixel art still doesn’t make you cry blood? Wonderful! Moreover, ours is pleasing to the eye. Just like our music is
pleasing to the ear.

Tardy costs a bit more than the average sandwich. We can’t believe you haven’t bought it yet!
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This game is like finding out that a great NES game was made back in the day
but never released until now.

I love it. True NES style controls, character sprites, backgrounds and sounds.

Would I recommend it?

Do you like NES?
Do you like Contra? (especially this)
Do you like Megaman?

If any of the above are a "yes", then you should definitely check it out.. An interesting way to make a real time game "turn-
based". I quite enjoy it, it's just a shame there's few players. I highly recommend if you have a friend who will play with you, or
if you don't mind the endless survival modes in games (single player), but otherwise you might have to hold off until the
playerbase increases. Hard to find a ranked match, and unranked is only with friends.. Well, it made me win 5 games last year,
so Flight Control HD really rocks even though it was an iPod game actually. lol. This is one of those jems that gets burried
under the constant flow of gamed added to steam. Its so smple in nature yet will have me playing the level over and over again.
Unfortnatley though, simplicity does have its downsides. Theres little to no "charm" in the game. Its more like a mobile game
with controller support. The game is fun, but lacks depth and a reason to actually PLAY the game and get interested.

Ill still reccommend it based off the fun gameplay and tight controlls, but I reccommend not purchasing the game until its on
sale.. The controls are sluggish.
The campaign has really weird difficulty progression.
Some of the abilities are effectively pointless.
And it is horribly buggy.

It was probably worth the 50p sale price but only just.. The game is pretty fun but not worth to buy, the game contains only one
level or killing 30 out of 30 monsters. After class\/weapon selection you have to try the weapon first or kill the first monster
(confusing) before it will start the game (need to wait a min). Well if the developer will enhance the game in terms of stage level
and other stuff.. Having played a variety of different clicker games I can honestly say this is one of the better ones, and also
proberly the best value for money out of all the "paid" clicker/idle games.

This is an Idle clicker game with a difference, you cant actually go away and come back to this game, this is sort of a micro
management type of game with fun elements.
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You play a hero of sorts who is stuck in his daily routine and one day something changes and he swipes a magical compass and
opens up gateways to new worlds for him to explore. That is about as much story as we get thou. Which is a shame i think there
is potential for a driven naritive here, I am even tempted to write one about it.

Anyway the game itself is your classic clicker / idle style game where you fight a bunch of the same monsters over and over
again and level up. Except we have a loot system and with small scale RPG elements to manage the hero.

Allow me to explain below.

I have not played a protaganist in underware since the lesiure suit larry games, so its no joke when i say the big man beard dude
starts of in his pants and a brick for a weapon. (yes really)

Starts of fighting slimes, and then works his way through the spectrum of a few enemy types from candles to skeletons to big
slimes and mounted skeleton rider bosses and devils and demons. ( I may have not seen all enemy types yet as ive only got to lvl
103 so far) but the principle is all the same, there are quite a few enemy types so far, but lacking in eltes and bosses so far.

Every level will have 3 to 9 stages (that i have so far encounted) and these waves will get stronger and more of them as our said
hero dispatches them.

Now please be aware you are going to die, and i mean die alot, while you farm gear nessicary for progression, now this is where
the game falltures a little, the free loot box from trading in items you cant use is great for the first few levels, in fact it is
essential till about lvl 80, but then after that it becomes hit an miss, every 4 trade ins you will get a stat point or skill point. Every
other trade in you will get a programmed set of rewards. This is why it becomes useless at level 95+ because you can earn
legendary gear from the bosses (which the reward box does not give, the max i have seen has been a epic type, very rare, rare
type of loot.)

This adds to progression as you cant pass certain levels without farming the same level over and over and throwing all the loot
you can plus the kitchen sink in order to get an item to progress, however like i said, it becomes useless past lvl 95.

The stat system is basic but simple with all your RPG needs. Attack / Attack Speed / Crit / HP / Defence
These are leveled up as you level and are also augmented by your gear you pick up as well.

Now once you reach a certain wall you can "Retire" your hero to allow for xp bonuses which stack and allow for greater
progression (like clicker heroes and other idle clicker games you can restart for bonuses once you reach a certain level).
Higher the level the more rewards you get.

Your gear items range from common, rare, very rare, epic and legendary (ive not see any other type yet) also there are no sets to
obtain as of yet.

All in all I find it quite addictive and simple to play, you can also put it into window mode and watch something while you
smash monsters into obvilion. Its a fun little game, and you get an awful lot for just over a £1 (that i paid for it) think its full
price is £1.69 (not on sale). Its a bargin of a game but that dont mean it dont fall short of a few things. You get more than what
you pay for here however and if you are a fan of idle style games then you will love this.

Now on to the not so good things about the game.

Sound:

The sound effects are not the best however, the impact effects lack impact, the monster sounds are generic and bland (could do
with some talk to you to expand the story and the worlds). The main dude sounds like an orc when he dies and only has one
death scream. The music is the same mostly throughout and each stage will only have 20 - 30 seconds that repeat itself. It needs
a few battle style song and boss themes to make the game more dramatic, also needs an actual theme tune in the start screen ( I
am currently working on one ). Its not the worst sounding game in the world, but it does not help the gameplay much (imo)
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Gameplay:

There really is not enough skill types to be considered skills. The Stat and defence increases are nice but are not a skill as such
more of a boost. The Hero really lacks some kick♥♥♥♥♥skills. Most of his stuff is activated by reaching a passive number
through leveling the skills. The aoe is a set 30% chance at max skill, and is rather hit an miss, as sometimes he will do 3 or 4
aoes in a row (for single target) then to do none when actually fighting groups of 4 or more. It can lead to some early deaths until
you can gear past these short comings.

Here are my suggestions for improving the game (aimed at the development team)

*Remove the passive effect from skills like AOE and attack and defence increase and have it as an activation (with cooldown
reductions in place of % chance of effect) This would add some strategy to the game and not just rely on RNG or chance to save
your hero.

*The Item box needs upgrading (or a leveling system in place) to determin what gear you are rewarded with, so say you start at
level 1 with the box, feed items into it it levels up to 2 etc, Thus granting better gear everytime you feed it items. With every 4th
or 5th time rewarding a stat or skill point reguardless of level. Then say at max level example (200) you can retire it and give it a
1% chance for legendary or gear set item every time you retire it. Say a max of 10 times. So 10% chance to get a legendary.
Also needs a much better tier of rewards at higher level.

*Enemy Overhaul. There needs to be elites and rares and mini bosses thrown in the random mob encounters, particuarly when
you retire for the chance of these loot filled bosses or mobs to appear, say vampries or dimentional gods appearing due to the
fact you are jumping from dimenstion to dimenstion?. A leveling or tier system in place for the items you have and to go hand
in hand with the mobs in question (like clicker heroes, the best example i can say or tap titans).

*New battle music for bosses and the harder zones.
*More Variety in sounds for the weapon impacts and monster types.
*A Voice for our hero and to say funny things on killing stuff and rescuing women (like duke nukem etc)
*The ablity to upgrade our shack (it looks horrible lol)
*Interact with the ladies for some "fun time" or just to chat to them haha

Some quality of life improvements include:

*A scrolling bar for inventory as sometimes the bags are full and you cant see everything you got!
*Glowing Text for stat improvements over static colours (many times i have sent to box items i wanted to keep)
*The fuzzy effect to be removed it makes the game glitch at times and the hero does not even appear in his own menu!.
*A replay level button at the end of completion (or a farm this area button) so we dont have to go in and out of the map!.

I realise that this is ALOT of work, but if you did implement half of these changes you would have a game that would be more
interactive than most clicker games and have more polish and elements to make Great Hero's Beard the best idle clicker game
on steam.

As it stands its a high 6/10 for me, going up to a 9 or 10 with all the changes above, namely the story and interacting with the
lady npcs!.

Keep up the great work. I look foward to more of your titles!

Peace!..  < Disclaimer!! I got this game for free for reviewing purposes > 

This is a very colorful strategy game that I just fell in love with.

The Mims beginning tells a story about you being an invisible "god" helping the Mims to bring those planets back to life!
The Mims are funny little creatures that you need to use and to protect.

Know this, I am so very impressed of the fact that this game was created by 2 Developers, One for designing and the other one
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for Coding and a 3rd one working as a translator ( This is what i know ).

The character and level design reminds me so much of Spore as for the animations and sounds, And thats a good thing because
Spore is a great game.

Bare in mind that this game is still on  EARLY ACCESS  so it gets updated every now and then and they are working very hard
on it, so this is a + for the game, Even though its early access the game it still offers a lot of content, And many levels to play
that gets harder every time ( And sometimes to the point of frustration but i will get to that later )

The music in the game is really beautiful I just gotta say 10/10 for that, Classic type of music that stimulates the need to play
this beautiful strategy game.

Story so far is lovely, Every level you get a few objectives as main, And some secondary objectives to try to Achieve.

Gather Biomass and Gems to build your colony, Create more Mims Build Research centers, Spaceports, Windmills, And much
more.
Upgrade your base and use your special PSI abilities to cast fire or to buff up your units or to defend them, Survive
catastrophes, Keep your Mim's energy up and turn some of them to guardians to defend your base from predators and pests.
With various challenges to overcome, Surviving depression, A black-hole, Monsters and more this game brings out the need to
strategies your movements carefully.

There are so many features that are just so good in this game, here I will try to explain the gesture of the game.
 - You can speed up the game if you like ( normal , Fast, Fastest ) because the game progression is slow and sometimes if you
want to retry a level faster its a handy thing to have.

 - You create animals and help them grow to send them to the spaceship and sell them for Gems which are important to build
and upgrade and research abilities.

 - A lot of plants to place, They grow Biomass which your Mims take and throw at the Extractor so you get Biomass and use to
build stuff ( The biomass is easier to get and used a lot , gems are harder to obtain and have certain uses ).

 - Build windmills or Generators to create electricity (its not really that important, it just makes your Psi energy ( Mana ) refresh
faster, and makes creating animals also faster .. and important in some objectives )

 - Research center to research abilities and new stuff, Houses for Mim's to rest at ( you can also use abilities to replenish their
energy ), Build Silos to increase your Biomass cap and other buildings to increase the electricity cap, and later on you get to
build towers to protect your Mims.

- 3 Type of abilities ( Offensive , Defensive and global ) They are all explained from their name I hope.

Although the game graphics and details are spectacular it can also run on older machines, The graphic options can be reduced
significantly so it would work on them.

After explaining all that, Going to the short point.

Pros :
1 - Beautiful colorful worlds to go through and lovely design with characters and everything.
2 - Great music and sound effects in the game they are as good as the game looks in the screenshots.
3 - Challenging and funny story, The game requires strategy and thinking instead of just randomly building stuff.
4 - The fact that the game is created by 2 and still gave me that wonderful experience is a good thing because I know that they
are hard workers who worked on this for so long, hopefully in about Six months it will be fully released.

Cons :
There are 2 minor cons that exists in the game currently, They are so minor I am sure they will be fixed soon just thought i'd
make this review completely honest and show everything in it.
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1 - Remember when I said sometimes it gets a bit frustrating ? Well its a simple point that can be fixed easily (They are
probably working on it ), You cant use the circle or square selection to select units in a group, and they keep wandering off
sometimes if you don't put enough plants to give them a reason to stay to gather biomass.

2 - Sometimes when they pickup the fruit and throw it at the extractor just sometimes it would hit the edge and fall down on the
floor again so they will pick it up and redo it , This mainly depends on where you put the extractor ( Make sure there are no tall
trees next to it so it wouldn't bump into them )

So Considering this is an Early Access title it brings out a lot of game time, Internet goes off frequently because i have about 15
Hours so far,
There's a lot of content to go through the game does not feel completely polished but it is great for its current state.

I Recommend this to anyone who played Spore and enjoyed it and loves strategy games, And loves an adorable adventure that
combines mystery and comedy.
Support those amazing devs for their outstanding work.
Overall Rating 9/10 and i am being completely fair here

  This review was written while i was a part of the original traders group OTG, however you can trust that the review was not
effected by that fact, I was not forced to lie or anything, you can read it and judge for yourself, all my reviews are honest and I
am no longer a part of the group. 
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its pretty fun. Very good game and awesome developers. Too many toxic teammates worse than matchmaking. ART SQOOL is
a really cute fantastic way to spend the afternoon. ART SQOOL gives you all the tools you need to be a truely great artist,
provided you can find them first. Examples include: SQUIGGLE BRUSH, THICK BRUSH, RADICAL STAMPS, SHAPE
TOOL. Never fear losing motivation, the beautiful campus of ART SQOOL provides you with surplus visual stimulation
through its plethora of fine sculptures.

(Secret tip: You can use the num pad to tilt your camera). Amazing game, classic and fun to play, it brings back childhood
memorys.
They should still make games like this today.
Worth the money.

Totally recommend :) A++++++. I am a huge Mega Man fan, so in theory a Mega Man clone sounds great. This one... isn't. I
tried most of the levels, and with the sloppy level design, charmless aesthetics, and most of all the
sssssslllllllloooooooooowwwwwwww pace, I just couldn't get into it no matter how hard I tried. I've played plenty of other
similar indie games that were much better--the Momodora series, for example, or of course Shovel Knight. I wanted to support
this game, but it's just such a lackluster production that I can't even say it was worth the $4.99 sale price. It's not that it's a
decent game with lots of flaws; it's just an inherently boring gestalt of a game.

11/10 Update to ver 2.02:
Hi all!

We just updated Rosenkreuzstilette Freudenstachel with the following fixes:

English text font fixed to be more visible.

The achievement regarding the defeating the purple devil fixed.

The issue regarding the hidden stage is now fixed.

We hope that you keep enjoying Rosenkreuzstilette Freudenstachel!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/564160/Rosenkreuzstilette_Freudenstachel/. patch 1.0.4:
Fixed bugs: Sliders, Printer, Mirror, Directors, Removed "reset",
Achievements fixed: "don't listen to dolls" / "if you want it done"
. Easter Eggs in Irony Curtain:
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Comrades!

Before we announce some more details about the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (which you can still add to wishlist
by the way), we have something very special for classic adventure games fans!

Although Matryoshkans love potatoes the most, there’s also one more thing close to our hearts. It’s eggs. Easter eggs to be exact.

Irony Curtain is set in the 50s, but we did our best to spice it up a little with pop culture references from modern movies,
comics, games and classic point & clicks. It’s kind of mandatory thing when creating the classic adventure game.

Overall, we keep the balance between the story and the references, and there are places you will have a hard time finding them,
but sometimes we literally go crazy with Easter eggs in some locations.

Just look at the screenshot below and try to find all the references we’ve hidden there. There’s also a hint under spoiler below:
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ANSWERS:
1. key in the shape of Sauron's Eye
2. shape of the island from Monkey Island
3. sketch of a key game from Machinarium
4. crow from Enigmatis 2
5. Pirates of the Carribean key
6. Konami Code

The medals are more monothematic because they are all inspired by the works of one studio. Can you guess what every one of
them refers to?
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Don't forget to add Irony Curtain to wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Weekly[ish] Update:
Hello! While you may not see many changes to the client this week, and admittedly these release notes are a tad small, we've
been working to improve our server performance since the last update, and provide more stability to the gameplay experience.

Server/Gameplay Performance. Apply to be a Beta Tester for DATE A LIVE: Rio Reincarnation!:

[ideafintl.com]
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To prepare for the upcoming Steam release of DATE A LIVE: Rio Reincarnation[ideafintl.com], we’re looking for players 18+
with a variety of rigs to test the game from April 1 to May 6.

Applications will be accepted until April 1!

Apply today!
http://ideafintl.com/beta.php

The Store Page is coming soon!. MMO related partnership announcement:
Hey everyone,

For those of you who are interested in the future of Life is Feudal: MMO, we are happy to share some news with you!

We position ourselves as developers and indie publishers, but we obviously lack resources and expertise in other fields of
publishing knowledge, like PR, marketing, user acquisition and distribution. Especially on a worldwide MMORPG scale. It
became obvious for us that we needed a partner to back up and support us in the aforementioned activities.

Thus, after much consideration and lengthy negotiations, we’ve decided that Xsolla[xsolla.com] is the best launching partner for
us! Their team members have proven to us that they feel and understand how our game is different from many other MMO
titles that are currently on the market. We really feel that we’re truly on the same page with them, especially since some of them
are veterans of UO gaming. We are really excited and looking forward to launching our MMORPG along with them!
We also want to underline the fact that they WILL NOT be our publishers - but rather, partners that support our MMORPG
launch by providing us with all necessary publishing tools, PR and marketing expertise and tech that will be useful. So, don’t
fear: the vision of our game and key mechanics will not be desecrated! :)

Launch related activities are being planned at present, and we will announce major beta/release milestones to you as soon as
they’re ready and set in stone. One thing that we can hint about is that you can expect the next wave to start in late October
2016! ;). Public Test Environment launched:
Soldiers!

We've launched a Public Test Environment (PTE) so we can test patches before they go live for everyone. This is an opt-in
process, you can learn how to get in in this topic:

https://forum.worldwar3.com/index.php?/topic/4406-instructions-how-to-get-to-pte/

Updated PTE 0.1.1 Patch Notes are also available here:

https://forum.worldwar3.com/index.php?/topic/4407-pte-011-patch-notes/

We're expecting the testing to go over the weekend and end soon after. Patch will be live after we've made sure it's working.. 
Trading Cards have been added to Wild Animals!:
Thank you for waiting.
Trading Cards have been added to Wild Animals!
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